FAST KNOCKDOWN IN A LASTING FOLIARSpray.

Achieve quick knockdown and long-lasting residual control of a wide range of pests with TriStar® 8.5 SL insecticide. The odorless, water-based formulation mixes easily and works with contact, systemic and translaminar activity to protect valuable plants. Plus, TriStar 8.5 SL is EPA classified as a reduced risk insecticide, is compatible with many fungicides and miticides, and can be used as an effective resistance management tool. A great alternative where pollination impact is a concern.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

QUICK KNOCKDOWN AND LASTING RESIDUAL CONTROL
- Provides contact, systemic and translaminar activity to penetrate and protect the old and new growth
- Absorbs and spreads within the plant to provide quick knockdown of a wide spectrum of insects (in as little as 15 min. as a direct spray)
- Up to 4 weeks residual control on bedding plants, 4 to 6 weeks on woody ornamentals and trees (depending on the plant material)

EASY-TO-USE, FLEXIBLE FORMULA
- Excellent tank mix partner
- Compatible with most commonly used fungicides and miticides
- TriStar is odorless and mixes easily with water
- Good IPM and resistance management tool
- EPA classified as a reduced risk insecticide

MUST-SEE RESOURCES

LEARN HOW TO START STRONG AND FINISH STRONGER WITH OUR BLOOM BRILLIANCE BROCHURE
NUFARM.COM/USTURF/TRISTAR

AT-A-GLANCE INFO

EPA REG. NO. 8033-106-1001
ACTIVE INGR. acetamiprid (8.5% by wt.)
FORMULATION soluble liquid
CHEM. FAMILY neonicotinoid
IRAC NO. 4A
REI 12 hours
PACKAGE SIZE 8 x 4 oz tip-n-pour, 4 x 1 qt, 4 x 1 gal
APPLICATION spray

FIELD-GROWN NURSERY
CONTAINER-GROWN NURSERY
GREENHOUSE
EDIBLES
CAUTION

MORE PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY FROM NUFARM

3336® Safari INSECTICIDE
SureGuard SC HERBICIDE

Grow a better tomorrow
FAST KNOCKDOWN IN A LASTING FOLIAR SPRAY.

**KEY USES**

Ornamental and flowering plants grown outdoors and in greenhouses, shadehouses, and lathhouses

**KEY INSECTS CONTROLLED**

(See product label for complete list)

- Aphids
- Leafminers
- Mealybugs
- Scales
- Thrips
- Whiteflies

**USE SUMMARY**

For control of insect pests, apply either as foliar broadcast spray, basal bark or injection treatment. For optimum control, allow at least 6 hours before overhead irrigation of foliage. Do not allow public use of treated area during application.

**FOR FOLIAR BROADCAST SPRAYS**: Mix TriStar® 8.5 SL with sufficient water and apply as a foliar spray to obtain thorough and uniform spray coverage of the plants. Choose a finished spray volume appropriate for the size of the plants and amount of foliage which will provide thorough coverage throughout the canopy. Apply as soon as insects reach treatment thresholds.

**FOR BASAL BARK TREATMENT OF TREES** (ornamental or non-bearing fruit or nut): Using a low pressure (10-25 PSI), small volume handcan or backpack sprayer, mix 12.5-25.3 oz of TriStar 8.5 SL per gallon of water with an organo-silicate adjuvant according to the adjuvant product instructions. One gallon should treat approximately 36-42 total inches of treatment DBH depending on bark surface. Do not apply to wet bark, during rainfall, or if rain is expected within 12 hours after application. Do not apply as a drench to the soil.

**FOR TREE INJECTION APPLICATION** (ornamental or non-bearing fruit or nut): Mix 9-12 milliliters (mL) of TriStar 8.5 SL per inch DBH of target tree in sufficient water for use following the manufacturer’s instructions for the specific injection device.

See product label for complete directions for use.

**PROVEN PERFORMANCE**

TriStar is absorbed quickly into the plant and withstands UV exposure longer than many competitors.

**ABSORPTION RATE INTO LEAF**

Individual foliar absorption rates obtained from marketing claims by respective company.

![Absorption Rate into Leaf Chart]

**UV DEGRADATION**

Data obtained from published EPA registration documents, 1994-2004
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